Validation of an NGS Approach for Diagnostic BRCA1/BRCA2 Mutation Testing.
Pathogenic mutations in BRCA1/2 tumor suppressor genes increase the lifetime risk for developing breast and ovarian cancer. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of the Ion Torrent PGM™ for diagnostic mutation screening of BRCA1/2 genes. In the current study we included a cohort of 58 Bulgarian high-risk breast cancer patients to validate a next-generation sequencing approach for diagnostic mutation screening of the BRCA1/2 genes using the Ion Torrent Personal Genome Machine® (PGM™) platform. We have also optimized the workflow by comparing two different library preparation methods and using three software packages: NextGENE, Torrent Suite variantCaller, and Samtools/BCFtools to achieve detection of all variants with high specificity and sensitivity. We have validated a quick and accurate diagnostic test, with an overall specificity of 95.9% and sensitivity of up to 100%, which can be the first method of choice, followed by confirmation of the identified variants by Sanger sequencing. Our results prove that the Ion AmpliSeq™ BRCA1/2 Community Panel used with the PGM™ platform, and coupled with our variant selection pipeline, is able to detect all sequence variants discovered by Sanger sequencing. The application of the new test which outperforms the classical approach in turn-around time and price will have great impact in the clinical practice to identify the mutation carriers and guide the better personalized treatment of the patients, as well as to contribute for the improved prophylaxis in hereditary breast and ovarian cancer families.